Chapter 8

John Boyd

Ch’i Cheng1

A pilot.
A real pilot.
A real fighter pilot.
A real fighter instructor pilot.
A real “40 second Boyd” pilot.
A real bet: He never lost in six years.
A real pilot engineer – EM theory for all.
A real pilot fighter - Sun Tzu The Art of War.
A real pilot strategist: Made famous OODA loop.

Or, cheng ch’i, are fundamental concepts to both Boyd and Sun Tzu.
“They involve deceptive tactics. The enemy is confronted by cheng (orthodox) and
then defeated by the application of ch’i (unorthodox) forces. Cheng and ch’i are the yin and yang of
tactics and strategy but they should be applied together to fight. One wants to identify, nurture, and
exploit mismatches and hurl strength against weakness. The ultimate test of success for Sun Tzu was to
subdue the enemy without having to fight him” (Hammond, p. 125).
Patton’s plan for “attacking the Germans was to ‘hold them by the nose and kick them in the ass.’
Holding them by the nose is the cheng. Kicking them in the ass is the ch’i’” (Coram2, p. 331).
Auftragstaktik
“The implicit contract in maneuver warfare is mission-type orders and Auftragstaktik. The subordinate
agrees to take near-term actions in keeping with the commander’s intent. The superior agrees to allow
his subordinate the freedom of judgment to determine exactly how that should be accomplished. He is
thus empowered to both recognize and take advantage of opportunities that he may encounter…it
provides a bottom-up, outside-in, real-world response in real time to transformations on the battlefield
and thereby creates operational fluidity…an operational OODA loop cycle that adjusts to its own rhythm
and tempo. It displays Boyd’s critical concepts of variety, rapidity, harmony, and initiative” (Hammond,
p.153).
By the way, in the Gulf War, Schwarzkopf’s plan was to go ‘high diddle up the middle’ but Dick Cheney
said the Marines would feint the attack in Kuwait while the Army would make a left hook and swing
north to cut off the Iraqi Army. This means the SEC DEF had been briefed by Boyd…(Coran, pp. 422-426).
Hammond, Grant T. (2001). The mind of war: John Boyd and American security. Washington, DC: Smithsonian
Institution Press.
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The inside cover to my Boyd book: Gut marks, vocabulary, and acolytes.
I shall now, like I did in class take a tangential cadenza – just like my hero prescient John Boyd (check it
out, p. 339 above…). Of course, you can’t cover the rectitudinous John Boyd in just a few pages but
when he showed up in G. Heart Country we were all forever quintessentially changed – as noted by the
adroit class patch.
You can choose anyone of the bucolic gut markers above or in your book and make the case for his place
in the systemic slot for discovery learning – maybe “Ah, ha!” learning. If we look back at the profane
pilots, instructors, mentors, coaches, fighters, heroes, John Boyd is leading the jingoistic formation. He is
the obstreperous f’ing tip.
For me, byzantine instructor I am, seeing him come from the Fighter Weapons School in the F-100 and
then into modeling the F-16, his time studying warfare and lastly his contribution to his country fighting
the flaccid generals is someone who deserves in my mind to be the ONE to look up to. I could go on with
this non-opprobrium, but would have us all in ecclesiastical tears and we have got to move on…up and
away…but comma God Bless John Boyd.
‘Who, would you put on your obsequious patch?’
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OODA Loop or the “Boyd Cycle”
Hammond discusses the OODA Loop as well as Coran and includes not attacking the centers of gravity
and from the inputs of people like von Clausewitz they list, like Boyd, the essence of maneuver tactics
with “two crucial words: Ambiguity, deception…” (Coran, p. 338). The Germans discussed the process
issues as they watched Patton plowing east toward Berlin knowing the war was about over with until as
some say “Eisenhower’s timidity cost another six months of war and a million additional lives” (p. 338).
In the class the Observe-Orient-Decide-Act Loop or cycle is not really a loop but you will have to read
about it in the books - or online. In the class Boyd’s, what I call teaching philosophy, was a continuation
of what I was doing all along but didn’t know what to call it. Let me explain. (look up the two German
words: Schwerpunkt – meaning main focus, and Fingerspitzengefuhl – meaning fingertip feel.)
These really translate into ‘what is going on in battle or conflict’ (or class). Boyd uses the idea of a
commander must ‘arrange the mind’ of the enemy. Boyd extends the German success of Blitzkrieg and
how it was managed – which is where we are going with the name now being Auftragstaktik and
applying it to the briefings (for generals or my class).
Long quote here – it says it best in Coran: “…the blitzkrieg is far more than the lightning thrusts that
most people think of when they hear the terms; rather it was all about high operational tempo and the
rapid exploitation of opportunity. In a blitzkrieg situation, the commander is able to maintain a high
operational tempo and rapidly exploit opportunity because he makes sure his subordinates know his
intent, his Schwerpunkt. They are not micromanaged, that is, they are not told to seize and hold a
certain hill; instead they are given ‘mission orders.’ This means that they understand their commander’s
overall intent and they know their job is to do whatever is necessary to fulfill that intent. The
subordinate and the commander share a common outlook…Trust is the unifying concept. This gives the
subordinate great freedom of action…” (p. 337).
Boyd’s briefings3 had some “niggling faults” and colorful as they were, according to the text, but one
sentence stands out for the execution of them and was being used in my classes: “The purpose of the
briefing was not to reveal the ‘Answer’ but to jar listeners out of complacency and into thinking on their
own” (p. 339) – (italics mine).
In G. Heart Country the ‘mission orders’ were spelled out in the Primer and fostered in each day and
each hour lesson for the student to join in on the learning outcomes by the participation in the form of
hand outs, readings, speeches, briefings, or group exercises. I took the better part of two to three days
for this “blitzkrieg” to take effect and for the student to know my Schwerpunkt. I will say the
‘lieutenants’ who picked up on this were rewarded for their participation and from then on the hill
climbing, engine out gliding, smoke and fumes, and playing the games like “Ok, lieutenant I am gonna
kill you” let us share in the common goal of the class and that is of course Flying the f’ing airplane.

http://www.dnipogo.org/boyd/patterns_ppt.pdf
John Boyd (2007). Patterns of conflict. (Richards, C. & Spinney, C., Eds.) Defense and the National Interest.
This is as much depth as one can get into Boyd’s briefing without having him do the briefing himself.
3
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Will use the rest of this chapter to show some of the exercises and class work done in the class.

John Boyd on cover of Coran’s book

This ‘final sketch’ of Boyd’s OODA Loop is on page 190 of Hammond’s book.
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War is an ugly thing, but not the ugliest of things: the decayed and degraded state of
moral and patriotic feeling which thinks nothing worth a war, is worse. When a people are
used as mere human instruments for firing cannon or thrusting bayonets, in the service and
for the selfish purposes of a master, such war degrades a people. A war to protect other
human beings against tyrannical injustice; a war to give victory to their own ideas of right
and good, and which is their own war, carried on for an honest purpose by their free
choice,—is often the means of their regeneration. A man who has nothing which he is
willing to fight for, nothing which he cares more about than he does about his personal
safety, is a miserable creature who has no chance of being free, unless made and kept so by
the exertions of better men than himself. As long as justice and injustice have not
terminated their ever-renewing fight for ascendancy in the affairs of mankind, human
beings must be willing, when need is, to do battle for the one against the other.
“The Contest in America,” Dissertations and Discussions, vol. 1, p. 26
(1868). First published in Fraser’s Magazine,February 1862.
JOHN STUART MILL,
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The ole Blue Link trainer
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Although this print out is from more modern simulation the tracing of ink on a glass board done with the
ole Blue Link would be similar. This shows the flight path of my training tool called “Mike Fox” –
reflecting a quite challenging flying lesson from an IP student in G. Heart Country.
Will show the exact ‘Mike Fox’ in chapter 11.
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My argument in this paper is pushing solo flying and learning better under the pressure of flying an old
Link. I promise you when you look at something else besides the attitude indicator the link will look too
– trust me on this.
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OKLAHOMA

This picture had to be taken in October. It was painful to hold class when the SOONERS were in the
Cotton Bowl playing some school in Austin…as a matter of fact Oklahoma beat the Longhorns nine of the
16 years during G. Heart Country epoch and scored 459 to 375 points - we can tout these numbers.

Some of you will notice – we discuss paying attention to detail – Saint Switzer signed the football…
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For some of us – and I am unanimous in this – the
most important word
in the English language
is the word OKLAHOMA.
However, there is a small bit of education with this etymology
you all must ‘grasp’ for the true sense of the word OKLAHOMA
and in scientific English – while I am at it the name OKLAHOMA is actually hyph-enated.
Course, I don’t want to waste my time trying to convince you of this
so I have a picture to prove it.

As they say in the OKLA-HOMA nation (with bated breath)

BOOMER – SOONER
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CONNECTING THE DOTS
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